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Columbi Salmon announces mega investment in Port Oostende
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Columbi Salmon a Norwegian company with
more than 100 years of
experience in salmon
breeding, has announced that in 2021 it
will establish itself on
the Plassendale 1 industrial estate in Port Oostende.
A total of 13.5 ha will be
occupied. The breeding
method that is being
developed on the site is
unique in Europe. The
total investment
amounts to € 150 mil-

lion and will result in
80 - 100 direct jobs.
Columbi Salmon will
breed Atlantic salmon
(from egg to adult
salmon) in tanks on
land. This will be the
largest Atlantic salmon
farm on shore in Europe. By 2023 they
want to be fully operational and annually
breed 15,000 tonnes of
Atlantic salmon.
Anders Hagen, CEO
Columbi Salmon: "We

chose Port
Oostende
because
they immediately understood
our business needs.
They anticipated
quickly and
proposed
an adequate solution. This
perfect location is perfectly on time for us.”
"With the arrival of
Columbi Salmon 80 to
100 direct jobs and
about 100 indirect jobs
will be created in Oostende. The fact that
Columbi Salmon focuses on minimizing the
ecological footprint of
salmon production is
fully in line with our
vision for the future," says Charlotte
Verkeyn, chairman

UK satellites to track ships
Glaswegian-built
nanosatellites join a
fleet of about 100 objects in low Earth orbit
that help to predict the
movement of the ships.
The two machinelearning capable satellites were launched on a
Russian Soyuz launcher,
alongside two further
satellites that will be
used to forger intersatellite links. These
connections allow satel-

lites to act as relays,
sending data to one
another and down to
ground stations, which
cuts the time between
data collection and its
delivery to customers.
The satellites have
been built by Spire
Global UK, a satellitepowered data company that provides predictive analysis for
global shipping, aviation and weather fore-

casting, in the company’s Glasgow headquarters.
These services have
been developed with
support from the UK
Space Agency under
the ESA Pioneer Partnership Project. Spire
uses automatic identification systems aboard
ships to track their
whereabouts on the
oceans. Its network
picks up the identity,
position, course and

News in brief:

 Siemens Gamesa, MHI Vestas, Blue Water Shipping, the
Dockers Union, and Port Esbjerg have come together to
in an effort to improve safety
within the Port of Esbjerg.
The partners at the Port observed and reported near
miss situations at one of the
intersections, and the parties
The eight founders
consequently agreed to ashave experience in
phalt the intersection with a
marine technology as
layer of red asphalt to warn
well as in the financial
drivers. In addition, they also
sector. By producing
decided to call out for a
closer to the consumer
pledge for safety in port opmarket, CO2 emissions
erations and for increased
are reduced. Secondly,
awareness.
the fish waste stream
is used for the produc-  Maersk Supply Service A/S
and Ørsted have formed a
tion of biogas. That
partnership to test a charging
biogas combined with
buoy that can bring green
solar energy will cover
electricity to offshore wind
35% of the company’s
farm service vessels and poelectricity demand.
tentially to a wide range of
Thirdly, an aquaponic
maritime vessels. The buoy
system will be rolled
can be used to charge the
out. This combines
smaller battery- or hybridhydroculture and aqelectrical vessels and to supuaculture in an ecologply power to larger vessels,
ical balance.
enabling them to turn off
their engines when laying
idle.
of Port Oostende. "No
w that the Navy is also
expanding its minefighting activities in
Oostende we can
speak of a further positive turnaround of the
port. “

speed of each vessel.
With the use of intelligent machine-learning
algorithms, it can predict vessel locations
and the ship’s estimated time of arrival at
port, enabling port
authorities to manage
busy docks safely and
market traders to price
the goods carried
aboard.
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 Belfast Harbour has already
embarked upon a strategy to
digitise, decarbonise and
decentralise its energy usage.
Based on a collaboration
between Redshift Associates
and the University of Leicester, the project will develop
analytic solutions to extract
information on shipping from
remote sensing data from
the marine Automatic Identification System. This will enable the company to determine pollution emissions in
real-time from shipping underway or in harbour.
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DHSS opens extra base in IJmuiden
DHSS has opened an
extra support base at at
the Port of IJmuiden
opposite its current
office and warehouse
location. With the opening of this terminal at
Volendamkade, its has
seen a visit from an
installation vessel in
addition to various daily
calls of Crew Transfer
Vessels (CTVs).

With the opening of
the new ISPS terminal
at Volendamkade in
Port of IJmuiden, DHSS
has played host to installation vessel Bold
Ternand to CTVs. Bold
Tern is preparing for a
maintenance campaign
at a nearby offshore
wind farm. The installation vessel is intended to stay out as long
as possible and two

CTVs will make multiple daily calls at the
support base in
IJmuiden.
“By making use of the
ramp which is situated
at our new terminal,
we now have a multipurpose support base
in the deep sea port of
IJmuiden," said Wim
Schouwenaar, founder
and CEO.

“With expanding of our
current presence in
IJmuiden with this terminal, we like to mention, that DHSS is here
for the long run. Our
support bases are a
foundation from which
we are able to support
our clients and able to
deliver a comprehensive logistical package
with the core concept
of being the preferred

gateway to offshore
assets."
Besides the Port of
IJmuiden, DHSS is also
based in Den Helder and
Eemshaven. The main
activities of the company include ships agency
services, port logistics,
warehousing and helicopter services for the
offshore energy markets.

Able and SeAH ink MOU for monopile factory
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South Korean pipe
manufacturer SeAH has
signed an exclusive
Memorandum of Understanding with Able
UK to use the Able Marine Energy Park development. The company
plans to establish a
monopile production
facility on the South
Bank of the Humber.
Monopiles are a cylindrical steel tubes that
are driven into the seabed to support offshore wind turbines.

They comprise a series
of rolled steel ‘cans’
that are welded together to produce a
component that will
weigh between 7003,000t and can be over
100m long. The vast
majority of the UK’s
2,292 installed offshore
wind turbines have a
monopile foundation,
barely a handful of
which were produced
in the UK.
Able Marine Energy
Park (AMEP) is part of

the 1,695-acre Able
Humber Port. It offers a
fully consented
(£475m) development,
which will provide
1,279m of heavy-duty,
deep-water quays supported by 198 acres of
adjacent installation
yards and 353 acres of
manufacturing and
storage land. Its design
will fully accommodate
the manufacture, assembly, storage and
installation of all offshore wind components

Able UK’s Executive Chairman
Peter Stephenson commented: “The offshore wind
sector is potentially on the
cusp of something very special. We have a
clear and unambiguous
policy from
Whitehall
through the
Sector Deal in
the Industrial
Strategy, and
the increasingly demanding targets
for both power generation and the extent of
UK content. Combine
this with the sector’s
extraordinary efforts in
terms of developing
new products and significantly reducing
costs and the sector is
set to become a dominant factor in a post
Covid-19 UK economy.
“However, to make the
most of this ‘brave new
world’, and to deliver
60 percent UK content
we must act now to
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capitalise on this singular, but time-limited
opportunity. The Able
Marine Energy Park
can and will play a vital
role in this process to,
first and foremost, provide purpose-built
heavy-duty deep-water
quays and, just as crucially, a large expanse
of adjacent supporting
hinterland (353 acres).
“SeAH are one of a
number of manufacturers with whom we are
at similar stages of
negotiation. SeAH have
fully embraced the concept of establishing a
new ‘world-scale’ industrial cluster for offshore wind on the
Humber and with it the
overarching strength of
the UK’s offshore wind
sector. Subject to our
receiving the necessary
support the first quays
will be available towards the end of 2022,
to coincide with the
needs of both manufacturers and the developers of the offshore wind
farms.”
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HHLA invests in the Adriatic Port of Trieste
The Hamburger Hafen
und Logistik AG (HHLA)
is taking a majority
stake of 50.01 percent
in the multi-function
terminal “Piattaforma
Logistica Trieste” (PLT)
in the Italian seaport of
Trieste. An agreement
was signed on 28 September. The investment
will be allocated contractually and organisationally to HHLA International GmbH. With
this investment, HHLA
stated it is positioning
itself in a growing market on the Adriatic
whose strategic position
offers great opportuni-

ties for development.
This will be HHLA’s
third participation in a
port outside Hamburg
after Odessa (Ukraine)
and Tallinn (Estonia).
The terminal facilities
are within the Free
Port of Trieste and
take up a total area of
28 hectares. In the
northern part of the
facilities, mainly general cargo transports
and logistic services
are being handled. The
new heart of the terminal is emerging in
the southern part: the
newly developed area

will start operations in
the first quarter of
2021 and is designed
to handle container
and RoRo traffic. The
capacity of the PLT
terminal will then comprise a total of approximately 300,000 TEU
(standard containers),
90,000 RoRo units and
700,000 tonnes of general cargo. There is
also the option to significantly expand terminal capacity through
additional adjacent
areas.
Angela Titzrath, Chairwoman of HHLA’s Ex-

ecutive Board: “The
Adriatic region has
been developing very
dynamically in the past
few years. As the
northernmost port in
the Mediterranean,
Trieste is the southern
gateway to Central and
Eastern Europe. The
investment is a strategic expansion to our
existing port and intermodal network. The
terminal gives us the
opportunity to actively
participate in and help
shape new and changing cargo flows and
underline our ambitions to grow interna-

tionally. At the same
time, we will continue
to enhance our terminals in Hamburg by investing in facilities and
technology. We are a
Hamburg company, at
home in Europe and
operating globally.”
The PLT terminal has its
own rail connection and,
HHLA’s rail subsidiary
Metrans already connects to Trieste.
The transaction is subject to various conditions precedent and is
expected to close in
January 2021.

ABP invests £10 million to repair Swansea West Pier
Associated British Ports
(ABP), owners and operators of five ports in
South Wales, has announced the commencement of construction work to repair
Swansea West Pier
which plays an important part in preventing coastal erosion
in the City of Swansea.
Located near to the
Tawe Barrage in
Swansea Bay and
owned by ABP, the pier
suffered structural damage by adverse weather
and storms in recent
years. The inner section
of the pier provides
wave protection to the
navigation channel and
the Tawe Barrage. It
also holds the beach

area to the west of the
pier in its current position.
Robert Gray, ABP Port
Manager for Swansea
and Port Talbot,
said: “One of our core
values at ABP is to be
good neighbours in the
communities where we
operate. By making
this significant investment in the repair of
Swansea West Pier, we
are not only preventing
coastal erosion but
also hope that we will
create an opportunity
for Swansea Council
and others to develop
public access on top of
the rebuilt structure to
benefit the local community in future.”
“We will work to minimise noise and traffic

disruption as much as
possible and appreciate residents’ and
stakeholders’ understanding and patience
during the construction
phase.”
Construction work on
Swansea West Pier will
include the building of
a new retaining wall to
support the existing
pier structure and was
preceded by a range of
engineering and environmental surveys to
ensure that disturbance to the marine and
operational environment will be minimised.
As part of this, an important goal was to
also make sure that

work is organised in a
way that will help protect the safe navigation of vessels.
Leo Martin, Managing
Director of GRAHAM’s
Civil Engineering division, said: “We’re delighted to have commenced works on site
at Swansea West Pier.
The project will build
on our strong existing
partnership with ABP,
who have been a key
client for us over many
years of working on
complex maritime projects. The new retaining wall we are constructing is the result
of our solution led approach to engineering
challenges and has
been specially devel-
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oped to accommodate
working within a tidal
environment.
“This is a vital project
for the City of Swansea
and its historic port and
we’re proud to have
been chosen to deliver it
on behalf of ABP.”
The work will allow ABP
personnel continued
operational access. Even
though walkways will
not be suitable for public access, when the
reconstruction is completed, there will be an
opportunity to potentially for others to undertake some enhancements in terms of public
access and amenity
should this be desirable.
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Antwerp sees throughput decrease
The total throughput of
Port of Antwerp decreased by 5.1% in 2020
compared with the first
8 months of 2019. The
port has recorded a decline in the throughput
of all goods flows, but is
able to limit the damage
thanks to container handling.
After a few less favourable months in May and
June, container handling
recorded stronger volumes in August. Thus,
the container traffic
remained almost unchanged on an annual
basis, with -0.6% in TEU
compared to 2019.
The number of blank

sailings has been declining since August.
Shipping companies
are also organising
extra runs outside the
regular sailing schedules, which is partly
compensating for the
effect of the blank sailings.
For breakbulk, with
steel as the main product, the impact of global trade issues has
been felt since 2019
and the shutdown of
some industries due to
the coronavirus crisis
has led to a sharp drop
of 24% by 2020. After a
few better months in
June and July, there

was another relapse in
August. he total
throughpTut of new
vehicles decreased by
32%, and that of second-hand vehicles by
25%, in 2020 compared to last year.
For dry bulk, the picture is varied. Kaolin,
scrap and fertilisers
are relatively stable,
while the other product groups, such as
coal, are under pressure and in decline. In
the liquid bulk segment, throughput has
been falling by 7.2% in
2020. In the case of oil
derivatives, we are
seeing a recovery shift

mainly on the discharge side, because
the supply side always
held up relatively well.
Throughput of chemical products in the first
eight months of this
year was down 6.2%
compared to the same
period in 2019.
In order to continue
supporting the shipping companies, inland
navigation operators
concessionaires at the
port of Antwerp in
these difficult circumstances, the Port Authority, in consultation
with Alfaport Voka and
MLSO, has decided to
grant a further post-

ponement of payment for domain concessions and for shipping and inland navigation dues.
Jacques Vandermeiren,
CEO of Port of Antwerp: “The impact of
the shutdown of the
global supply chain due
to the coronavirus crisis
has been felt from the
second quarter onwards
and will affect the total
throughput of goods this
year. At the same time,
we are seeing the first
signs of recovery and
both the global and European economies are
picking up.”

Drone delivers package in port of Rotterdam
Dutch Drone Delta has
held a new trial during
which a drone delivered
a package to the inland
vessel Duancis. During
this operation, Duancis
was moving at normal
speed along the waterway near Brienenoord
Island. This was the second of a series of trial
flights with delivery
drones in the port of
Rotterdam.
Earlier this year, a drone
delivered a package to
the deck of the offshore
vessel Pioneering Spirit,
while it was moored at
Maasvlakte’s Alexiahaven. The flights are
intended to determine
whether drone deliveries can increase efficiency in the port of Rotterdam, as well as simplify

circulation in the port
area for its users.
Drone development is in
full swing, and this technology could well have a
impact on traffic and
transport. New European regulations have
cleared the way for new
applications. Ultimately,
this may even include
autonomous unmanned
freight and passenger
transport. To this end,
the next few years will
be devoted to the
phased preparation of
airspace and drone
technology. The recent
trials constitute a first
step in this process,
since they involve the
delivery of an actual
package following a long
-distance flight by the
drone. In this case, the

flight was still directly
monitored by human
observers, but in the
near future it will take
place beyond the pilot’s
physical line of sight. To
ensure that flights can
proceed outside the
pilots’ field of vision, a
reliable mobile data
network at the drones’
flying altitude is needed.
Network operator KPN
was involved in the current trial and performed
the necessary network
measurements.
Some inland vessels
only call on the port for
a short time. The crew
may not always have
time to put a car ashore
to collect specific items.
In this event, e.g. ordering parts online and
having them delivered

by drone could save a
lot of time.
Moreover, these types
of trials also provide
initial answers to various key questions held
by the providers of
drone services. Which
routes need to be developed, how much weight
should a drone be able
to transport, and where
do drone deliveries fit
within the logistics
chain?
In the Dutch Drone Delta, a number of Dutch
parties have joined together to promote the
deployment of drones
for large-scale transport
and logistics (Urban Air
Mobility, UAM) in the
airspace of the Netherlands. In January 2020,
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the consortium set to
work on realising the
prerequisites for the
implementation of
drone technology and
Urban Air Mobility in
Dutch society, including
public acceptance of
this application and safe
cooperation with the
other users of the airspace.
Partners include KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines, Air
Traffic Control the Netherlands (LVNL), Royal
Schiphol Group, Port of
Rotterdam Authority,
KPN, a.s.r. schadeverzekeringen, Antea Group,
Space53 and Royal NLR.
The consortium works
closely together with
the Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and Water Management and
Rijkswaterstaat.
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